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IMRODDCTIon

The scientific method and Its laboratory wore Intro-

duced to the world by Galileo. As was shown by his Inven-

tion of a telescope for mariners, Galileo pioneered the

praotlcal applications of physics, as well as being the

father of Its pure science. Buch prosrress has been made

since the days of Galileo. Literally thousands of dis-

coveries have bean made by as many scientists. The modern

high school laboratories excel the laboratories of the

universities of a few decades ago. However, the benefits

have not boon unmixed with defects* Some of the latter

now present themselves aa serious educational problems.

One of these is ths individual's lock of sufflolant inter-

est to secure an understanding of a problem, exorcises

are done mechanically to proceed to the next step in the

educational system, or merely to Ret a credit toward grad-

uation. There Is a need for an understanding and apprecia-

tion of science for the sake of science In the same way

that the musician expresses himself in music for the joy

of the performance. An appreciation of this nature early

in life will be the Ideal foundation upon which the scien-

tific leadership of tomorrow must be built.



A second problem originates In the •omplexlty of the

modern world. The pro-school child can talk In terns of

ignition systems, transforr.ore , kilocycles, and talking

machines. He knows aliaost nothing about the moaning of

these terms and vory little about the use of then. As he

develops he loams more about their application but vary

little more about their underlying principles. This sit-

uation is likely to continue throughout the educational

system with its textbooks, workbooks, and laboratories,

unless a better approach is made to the subjects. A few

principles mastered are worth more than a great deal of

miscellaneous information* A law or principle becomos

abstract and meaningless too often and it is passed as a

verbal expression (1C).

The purpose of this study was, first, to design for

use in schools, a group of models that can be constructed

by advanced students, faculty, or commercially. These

models were designed to portray graphically and visually

in three dimensions the principles and laws in question.

TRie meaning of the word model as used here Is a represen-
tation of an abstract principle in a concrete form rather
than a small replica of a piece of apparatus.



While the Ideas stated above may apply to all branches of

science, this research was limited to problems that are

encountered In the study of physics. The second part was

to develop a group of projects which may be used early In

the elementary school and continued through the secondary

school. These projects were designed to awaken the scien-

tific Interest In the exploratory age and to give a chance

for expression In the creative age. The group has been

selected as representative of projects for students of

different grade and Interest levels.

The sequence of these models and projects has been ar-

ranged according to the outline of subject matter in the

order that Is usually followed in physics textbooks. It

was not intended that this group should be used as an out-

line course. Nevertheless, It may be found useful where

models and projects are In demand, and may serve as a milde

and inspiration for developing other projects. Although

complete details have been given for these models and pro-

jects as used by the author, experience has shown that the

greatest value was -ained by the students who were able to

plan their own problems.

The beginning of this program must start with the

earliest stages of the learning process. This fact is very



wall stated by the fanaae Committee for Improvement In

Public instruction.

The kinder;;urton Is not too oarly to toach to the
child orderllnoes, to base Judrponts on facte, end
to begin to listen for reasons underlying puzsllng
things tiiBt como Into life* A young child wants a
direct answer to his questions—short, concise, true;
he doos not understand the many reasons givon him by
adults, because his Immature mind cannot take t&em
In. This small beginning will lead naturally to the
attitude of considering suggestions, new points of
view, and the ocentlfic attitude of pondering on.
"I wondor why" then beoomes oarly a method of thought.
With growth will come the knowledge that there is en
orderly way In nature of doing things that when fol-
lowed will lead to definite conclusions, an orderly
way of asking a kite, or preparing a lesson, or read-
ing a book. This young person who has the scientific
attitude will go far In understanding life about him,
and be able to select workable ways of doing things—
a young scientist.

Consequently the projects for the elementary school were

designed to fulfill two requirements. First, they wust

arouse interest. This was not difficult as the child of

this age la very curious. He is alert to now Ideas, es-

pecially projects of a mechanical nature that he can build,

manipulate and arrive at the principle. The second re-

quirement was that it mist be exploratory In nature. Tills

required a variety of simple projects that could be pre-

pared and mastered In a short Interval. Since the projects

were offered primarily to develop an appreciation of

physics and to create a desire to know more about the under-



lying principles, the? wore ainplo in construction, in-

aivo, and required only the simplest tools to build

The work can be introduced to students in various

ways. One is through a special organisation that moots

after regular school hours, Saturday or any specially ar-

ranged time. This group should be w»luntary, and interest

should be spread by the nature of the work. "Overhead

activities" and organisation should be reduced to the

barest minimum to avoid confusing the principal interest

of the group (10). The dovelopment of this program should

receive the hearty support of the hone, school, and com-

munity •

This program can be introduced to the elementary

schools in another way which is very effective* This Is

to make the work supplementary to the regular school cur-

riculum. A course in science in the curriculum of the

middle grades Is certainly not recommended* However, with

the new plan for social studies and nower development In

"Improvement of Instruction" under the direction of Miss

Dale Zeller, sponsored by the State Departnont of 'Education

and Kansas State Teachers Association, thore is an excel-

lent opportunity to give the rroup experience in areas to

be explored (21). The idea Is stated well in the quotationon



taken from the report of the oomcittee working in the cur-

riculum laboratory (27),

Verbal learning about situations 1b Inadequate; there-
fore, the school community will provide opportunities
for learning from first hand situations, first hand
contacts with nature, contact with technological
prooesses and working with naterlals othjr than
symbols. In such a school experience with processing,
building, modeling, construction and painting are as
necessary as experiences with symbols.

The design of the models was a result of a study made

of the diagrams, pictures, and discussions of the principles

as prosentod In the standard textbooks. An attempt was

made to make the models as nearly as possible s representa-

tion of the principle or lsw involved, and In such a way

that they could be used to study the principles, laws,

rules, or theories that are associated with it. The parts

used wore shaped as nearly as possible to represent the

conventional diagrams used In the explanation of the sub-

ject* Contrasting colors were used to make possible

better conception of each factor Involved and to snow their

Interrelationship. Shen several related models formed a

group, the same color scheme was used throughout*

The projects wore designed to nest a demand for

special apparatus. This was accomplished by determining

the principle Involved, Investigating the work of others,



considering materials available and moans of construction,

and then by assembling these ideas and designing the pro-

ject. The laboratory apparatus was planned so that it

would supplement equipaent already on hand for laboratory

experiments or to present a scientific problem in a dif-

ferent way. The demonstration apparatus was designed to

give a greater number of ways of applying the ideas in an

easily comprehensible manner. The individual or group

projects were designed to meet special needs that arose

from time to time. In all cases an attempt was made to

keep the problems simple from the standpoint of construc-

tion and application so that they could be used as class

or individual projects that would appeal to students. Hie

designs employed were ones which could be made with a

minimum of expense and shop facilities.

A FBI SUOOBSTIOMS FOR COHSTHUCTIOH

a few suggestions about special methods and materials

that can be used in the construction of projects and

models nay be helpful. The problem of making threads for

special fittings is usually a serious one since most

elementary shops and laboratories are not equipped with

tap and die sets. In most eases this difficulty oan be

overcome by selecting a bolt and nut of the desired size.



EXPLANATION OP PLAT:_ 1

Fig. 1. An arrow made from a glazier point*

Fig. 2. An adjustment screw made from a washer and stove

bolt.

Fig. 3. A thumb screw made from a washer and stove bolt.

Fig. 4. (A) Kounting threads on the end of an object.

(B) Kounting threads on the side of an object.

Fig. 5. A substitute for a spring.

Fig. 6. A reflector made froir. a funnel.

Fig. 7. A diagram for an adjustable bearing.

Fig. £• A suggestion for mounting lenses.
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shaping the bolt wad sholderinc the nut In position for

the throated holo (Plate I, Pig. « A). If the holo la to

he through a piece of metal, the hole e«n he drilled

slightly larger then desired and the nut soldered over the

hole (Plate I, Pig* IB). Copper tubing as used for gas

lines for automobiles is useful in —»M"e a helix for

end any place where small pipe Is required. Arrow

for models ean be made quickly by getting a box of

glaziers points and filing out one side to the desired

shape (Plate I, Pig. 1). Brass or copper reds are usually

hard to get in most oomnunltles and it is quite expensive

to order in small quantities. Whenever it is not desir-

able to use iron for construction , suitable brass rods in

varying sixes can be obtained from welding shops. Incite

is a transparent solid substance that ean be worked into

shape with common tools. It Is manufactured in a variety

of forms Including rods, tubes, solid cylinders, rectangu-

lar blocks, and sheets. Magnets, connectors, special fit-

tings, and miscellaneous parts can often be found in the

discard pile of telephone companies, garages, radio shops,

and machine shops. Old discarded mechanical and electrical

toys are usually a good source of parts. Clock springs,

blades, files, and needles are good grades of
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steel that can be magnetized. Shen new parts are desired*

hardware storoe, varloty stores, elootrlcal shops, and

supply houses can readily supply needs in any quantities.

There are many types of Instruments that neod special

parts such as winged nuts, adjustment screws, special

lock nuts, and adjustable bearings. Plate 1, shows a

group of hone constructed parts that will serve nany needs.

Figures 2 and S of Plate I represent adjustment screws and

tboab screws made by soldering a washer to the head of a

suitable bolt. In many esses, where springs are needed

they can be replaced by a weight (Plate I, Pig. 6). A

reflector for Illuminated signs and house numerals can be

made from funnels or baking pans as illustrated In Fig. 6,

Plate I. An adjustable bearing can be made by drilling

a hole In the head of a machine bolt which Is held In po-

sition by two lock nuts as illustrated in Fig. 7, Plate I.

Figure C, Plate I, shows a method of mounting lenses for

telescopes and other optical instruments. This was done

by making a tube from shoetlron, soldering a ring of wire

in one end then spacing the lens by outtlng a piece of

flexible cardboard the length of the desired spaolng, roll-

ing It into a cylinder and sliding it Into plaoe. Hectric

motors from small electric fans are suitable for light

work and may often be used to replace electromagnets.



They have the advantage of being cheap, ready to use, and

oan be operated directly on 1X0 volt, A.C. circuits.

Platinun points Tor electrical contacts 9*7 be taken fron

automobile breaker points and soldered Into place.

A THREE DIKEBSIOK PT3ZZLS

The three dimension puzzle Is not so much a puzzle as

• device for Introducing the Idea of the three dimensions

of space. However, the student enjoyed salting and demon-

strating It since It was In the font of a puzzle.

List of Kateriala

1 plywood board 3/8" x 4 l/B" x 8"
1 block of wood 1" x 1" x 1"

Three holes wore cut In the board In the form of a

triangle, a circle, and a square (Plate II, rig. 1). The

problem was to cut one plug that would exactly fit each of

the three holes. The solution ts shown In Fig. 2, Plate

II. Care was taken to have the altitude of the triangle,

the side of the square, and the diameter of the circle

equal. The problem oan be varied by changing the square

to a rectangle and adjusting the altitude of the triangle

accordingly.



EXPLABATIOH OF PLATE II

Pig. 1. Working drawing for a three dimension puzzle.

Fig. 2. Working drawing for the key to the puzzle.





GRAVITY DEFTIHO APPARATUS

The question arises as to what la wrong when sone-

tbing happens which apparently cannot happen. The project

shown In Fig. 1, Plata IV, worked In Just this way. Two

nonparallel bars wore arranged in such a way that when a

cylindrical roller was placed at one and of the bars it

rolled to the other end but when a tapered roller was

plaoed on the bars it rolled in the opposite direction.

This nede a good problem for a demonstration of the rela-

tive position of tho center of mass of an object.

List of Materials

2 hardwood blocks 3/4" x 3/4" x 10"
£ hardwood blocks 3/4" x 3/4" x 6"

1 hardwood block 2" x 8" x 6"

1 glass tube l/4" x 2"

4 small finish nails

The parts were out out and assembled as shawm in the

working drawing in Pig. 1, Plate III. Tho dimensions of

the tapered roller are clearly marked in Pig. 2, Plata III.

The construction of this problem was primarily a problem

in eletaantary woodwork and it Hade a good correlation

problem between the shop and science classes.



EXP1AHATI0K OP PLATE III

Pig. X. Working drawing of the gravity defying apparatus.

Fig. 2. Working drawing of the taporod roller.





EXPLASaTIOK OP PLAT:. IV

Pig. 1. Gravity defying apparatus and three dimension

puzzle

•

Pig. 2. A carbide cannon.

Pig. 3. Combination apparatus used as an Incline plane.

Pig. 4. Combination apparatus used as a lever.
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CARTSSIA1R DIVSM

The cnrtoalar. diver was a simple and Interesting pro-

ject which had a number of verlatldns. Plate V ahowa a

few ways that this project has been used. Figure 1, Plate

V shows one of the simplest forme.

List of Materials

1 wide aouth bottle with stopper
1 small glass vial

The wide mouth bottle was filled with water and the

vial was filled about one half full of water* Then the

vial was inverted In the bottle and the amount of water

inside the vial was varied until It would just float. The

diver was sent to the bottom by pressing on the cork and

returned when the pressure was released. TJhen the students

beoace familiar with the principle that caused the diver

to work, they wanted to try out their own ideas.

tn (MM "."B

Many devices have been arranged for aeaauring the

capacity and strength of the lungs. The apparatus Is

usually built in separate units and in a temporary manner.

The project shown in Plate VI, la an arrangement of these



ntFiAimoi or plats t

Fig. Is Cartesian diver operated by pressing the

cork.

Fig. 8. Cartesian dlTer operated by pressing the

bottle.

9. Cartesian diver operated by blowing Into

the bottle.
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EXPLA5ATI0N OP PLATE VI

Pig. 1. forking drawing of the lungo»eter.

Pig. 2. PerepeetlTe view of the lungometer.
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two instruments oonbined Into one permanent pieoe of equip*

Bent which can be calibrated to give readings In actual

units.

List of Katerials

1 plywood board 1/4" x 10" x 16"

1 pine board 5/*" * 8" x 10"

1 glaee tube 3/l6"x 20"
1 copper tube l/4" x 14"

1 Ho. 12 Iron wire 12"

1 gallon can
1 equere can slightly larger than the gallon can
1 small eye screw
Mil quantity of soroury and colored wator.

2 Ho. 9 P.H. 1 1/2" wood acrewa
4 So. 8 R.H. 3/4" wood acrewa

•nail strips of tin with screws for counting tubes

The parts were arranged as shown In Fig. 1, Plate VI.

The panel was counted on the baao board, then t'.io oil can

D was put In placo and fastened by two screws through the

top ed.-e and Into the back of the panel. The length of

copper tubing was bent to shape and mounted through a

snail hole In the bottom edge of the side of the oil can.

The tube was soldered In place. This closed the hole in

the can. A guide cade of the Iron wire was mounted on the

back of the panel ao the guide was one half Inch dlreotly

behind the opening of the volume guage and parallel to It.

The gallon can A was Inverted In the square oil can and a

snail eye screw aoldered to the top edge In such a way



that the guide wiro would go through the 07* screw. An-

other short pies* of wire was soldered to the end of tho

inverted o«n beside tho 070 screw so that it extended

through tho opening In tho panel. Thia wire wee bent at

right angle* on tho front aide of tho panel and an arrow

soldered to the end of it. Thie aerved as the indicator

on the volume scale, v-hen air waa forced into the in*

verted can through the eopper tube the can roae and the

indioator showed the height it roae which waa proportional

to the velum.

^Tw0 pWWQuM JJwHl^% VNUi 3atM^#Xy 9St OpWl aMUMeSWv'wAP trtlD#

—Hud en the beak of the panel in auoh a way that the

variation of tl»e liquid in the open tube waa ahown through

•n opening in the panel. She tube was filled with Just

enough aercury to cause it to operate eatiefactorily, than

colored water waa added to the noreurj on the aoale side

of the tube. This reduced the amount of laorsurj needed

for the apparatus and alao made it easier to read.

She construction of this useful project waa an inter-

esting probleta. The knowledge required to efciibrete the

scales on eeeh gauge was eufflelent to make the calibra-

tion an excellent exercise in physics.



IKCLIBE PUSS ABD IEVJK APPARATUS

A problem that often crlaoa Id laboratory nenarenent

la the storage of equipment. Often* apparatus la used

only once and than la stored away for anothor year. The

project Uluatrated In Plrurea 3 and 4, Plata IV, combined

%wo places of apparatus and «as dosij--ned ao that It could

be ta: on apart and stored In a compact kit. The conven-

ient alee of the project made It suitable for both the

regular laboratory procedure and for the lecture demon-

stration method.

List of Hatorlals

1 hardwood board 1" x 4" x 04"
1 hardwood board l/2" x 4" x 25"
1 hardwood board 1 J/B" x 1 l/2"x 3"
1 hardwood board l/£* x 2" x 8*
3 24 gauge sheet metal
S Ko. 9 F.n. 1 1/2" wood screws
1 large nail

Thla project la Illustrated In Pig. 1, Plate VII.

The base board was cut to the proper dlmena'.ons, ttien the

oornera and edges were slightly rounded. The vertical

standard was attached to the base by the machine bolt

countersunk in the bottom of the base. It was fastened

by a nut set In a hole drilled from one aide of the



EXPLAHATIOH OP PLATE VII

Pig. I. Harking drawing for tho lnclln© plane and levor

apparatus.

Pig. 2. The combination Incline plate and lover apparatus

aasenbled for storage.

Pig. 3. Support for attaching the weights and spring

balances





standard. This save an extra rigid eupport and one which

could be taken apart quickly. The top and of the standard

had a slot which woa used as a fulcrum for a lovor and as

a recosa In which the Incline plane was attached. The

drawing In Pig, 1, Plate VII, shows the equipment set up

as an Incline plane and the broken lines Illustrate the

use of the lower attachment. Convenient supports for at-

taching the weights and spring balances to the lover arm

ere shown in Fig. 5, Plate VII. Figure 2, Plate VII, shows

the apparatus assembled for storage.

LBCTTRE TABLE APPARATUS FOR VBCHAXICS

The introduction to the study of mechanics is as-

sociated with many terss, some of which are work, moments

of force, angular velocities, lever arm, efficiency, rim

speed, and speed ratios. This work can be explained by

use of blackboard illustrations but much time can be saved

by using apparatus as shown in Plate fills This equipment

was not difficult to oonatruot and It trade an oxoellont

problec correlating science, geometry, and manual training.



HtPXAHKIOH OF PUTS Till

S'orkinc drawing Tor the lecture table apparatus

for ceohanlce.





List of Materials

1 hardwood board 1" x 7" x 12"
2 hardwood board* 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 13 1/4 •

4 hardwood boards 3/4" x 2 l/4" x 3 l/2"
1 plywood board l/2" x20" x 20"
1 plywood board 1/2" xl6" x 15"
1 sheet of poster
cardboard 20" x 20"

1 sheet of poster
cardboard 18" x 15"

4 carriage bolts 1/4" x 5"
1 stow* bolt with wlnri; nut 3/G" x 6"

Tlo. 9 F.I'. 2" wood screws
1 hardwood stick l/2" x 1" x 17"

Plate VIII shows the working plans for constructing

this project. The two standards were attached to the base

and were braced by swans of two corner braces. The divided

circles were narked out and Inked with black India Ink on

a sheet of poo tor cardboard. These were out out end glued

to the circular discs which were mounted between the up-

right supports by means of a machine bolt seoured by a

thumb screw. The lever, which was free to rotate, could

be looked in position by tightening the wing nut on the

back of the apparatus. A small nail, with Its head filed

off and then pointed, was driven into eaoh end of th*

pointer. The frame of this apparatus was enameled blaok

but the discs, with their contrasting blaok on white,

no additional finishing.
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A CARBIDE cArson

A novelty In the form of a toy la helpful In getting

the attention of the group focused preparatory to the pre-

sentation of a new principle. The students cere anxious

to attempt an explanation after the cannon Illustrated In

Pig* 2, Plate IV, was set up and fired. This cachine was

useful In the discussion of the gas engine. The Ignition

ays ten, spark-plug, gas mixtures, and burning of gas to

produce power were exemplified when the apparatus was

oparatod.

List of Katortela

1 gas pipe 3/4" x IS"
1 spark-plug 11/16" hase
1 elbow 3/4" x 3/4"
1 pair of wheals C diameter
1 battery oonneotlon
1 oork
1 Bo. 9 Iron wire 6" long

The gas pipe and elbow were assembled as shown in

Plate IX, and, the spark-plug waa screwed into the elbow.

Since the threads of the spark-plug were a different type

from those of the elbow, the spark-plug waa forced as far

as possible. Then it waa soldered securely In plaoe to

make it safe for use. Toy wheels are suitable for mounting

the cannon, but can lids which were fastened to a piece



EXP1AWATI0B FOR PLAT" IX

A working plan for a carbide eannon
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of nusfcer nine wire soldered to tho gas pipe aorved the

purpose vory well. The cannon was opera tod by placing a

few drops of water In tho barrel; then a avail place of

calcium carbide waa dropped In; the cork was Inserted;

and then, after waiting about five seconds; the Ignition

switch waa pressed*

HERO'S ESOIHS

Hero 'a engine Is Important because It was one of the

first attempts nade to convort heat energy Into mechanical

energy. It made a good project baceuae of Its simple

construction, low cost, and the principle Involved.

List of Katerlals

1 1/2 Gallon syrup pall
1 tall nllk can
2 ooppor tuboe 1/4" x 6"
2 copper tubes l/l" x 3/4"
2 as*11 washers

figure 1, Plate X gives tho dimensions for this prob-

lem, and, a perspective view Is shown In Pig. 2, Plate X.

A hole was drilled through tho syrup pall D at the place

where the ball had been removed. The longer copper tubes

were bent to shape and soldered Into the holes (Plate X,

Pig. 1). Then two holes were drilled In the center of the



HCPLAKATIOIS OP PLATE X

Pig. 1. Working drawing for Hero's engine.

Pig. 2. Perspective vie* of Hero's engine.
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side of the milk can A opposite each Other. Washers wsrw

soldered to the copper tubes, where th«7 entered the milk

can, to serve as guides. The shorter pieces of tubing

•ere flattened subtly at one end to form a flat Jet, and

the other end of each was plaoed in holes drilled opposite

each other noar the top and bottor; ends of the milk can.

The ©ompleted project was safe to use because the lid of

ths pall served as the safety valve.

A HTOROTBTSR

The hygrometer is an Instrument that neny schools do

without beoause It is relatively expensive In proportion

to the usos sads of It. The development of air condition-

ing is placing a groat deal of emphasis on humidity, and

consequently, the hygrometer Is becoming an essential

article of the home and business house. Plate XI shows

the working plan for building a hygrometer which was con-

structed by students*

List of Materials

1 walnut board 3/4" x 6" x 12"
.

1 walnut block 3/4" x 1 l/S-x 1 l/2"
£ Ho. 9 F.H. 1 1/2" wood oorews
8 matched thermometers
1 top from a thistle tube
1 toy lamp wlok



EXPLASATIOK OP PLATE XI

A working drawing of • student built hygrometer
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The walnut board was out to dimension. The matched

thermometers were glued to the walnut board so fiat they

were uniformly spaced from the top and sides of the wal-

nut board. The small walnut block was fastened two and

one half Inches below the left thermometer. One end of

the toy lamp wick was tied to the bulb of this thormomotor

and the other end was placed In the bowl of the thistle

tube which was supported by the small walnut block. The

thistle tube was filled with water after the parts were

assembled. The relative humidity was determined by refer-

ring the data taken from the hygrometer to a relative

humidity table.

LIWBAR SXPAWSIOH APPARATUS

Equipment found In the high school physics laboratory

for studying the expansion caused by heat usually consists

of apparatus for determining the coefficient of linear

expansion, ball and ring, unequal expansion bar, and therm-

ostat. The project shown In Plate XII was designed to

demonstrate linear expansion due to direct heatlnc and also

from heating caused by electricity. This combination made

It possible to show the principle of a hot wire ammeter.



EXPLAHATIOS OP PLATE XII

Working drawing for an apparatus for demon-

strating linear expansion.
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List of Materials

1 hardwood board 1" x 4" x 23"
1 hardwood hoard 1" x 4" x 6 l/4"
1 plywood board 17 1/4" x 7" x 18"
1 brass strip 1/0" x 3/4" x 15 1/2"
1 brass strip 1/8" x 1" x 4"
1 brass strip l/e" x 1/2" x 5"
1 stove bolt 5/16" x 1"
1 brass rod 3/8" x 3"
4 washers 5/16"
1 No. 12 wire 12"
2 So. 8 R.H. 1" wood screws
4 Ko.10 R.H. 2" wood screws
4 Wo. 8 P.n. 1" wood screws
2 binding poets
1 iron or brass weight
1 glasler point
1 30 gauge wire

The end board was attached to the base board and the

long braes strip was bent to shape. This was attached

to the other end of the base as shown in Plate XII. A

three-eighths inch hole was drilled in the center of the

four Inch brass strip and the three-sixteenths inch nut

was soldered to the bottom side under the hole as shown in

Pig. 4, Plate I. This strip was fastened to the top of

the end board with screws. The two washers were soldered

to the stove bolt to make a thumb screw with a flange.

This was screwed into the top plate of the end board to

serve as an attachment for the wire specimen. The rod was
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placed horizontally through holes ! the brackot at the

left and of the apparatus. The nunber twelve wire was

soldered to one end of the brass rod, forming the pointer

arm. The five Inoh braes strip vas soldered to the other

end of the braes strip forming the levor arm for the

•el -ht. Washers were plaoed between the levor arcs and

weight arm, and the bracket so as to give them the proper

spacing. The plywood was cut out and a scale made on

paper waa glued to It. This was fastened to the back

of the base by two screws. The binding posts were sol ared

to the bracket at one end and the brass plate at the

other end of the apparatus to make connections for the

electric current. A one-fourth inoh pin was soldered to

the center of the rod and perpendicular to it.

A loop In the end of the wire to be tested was placed

over the pin on the brass rod and then the wire was wrapped

around the rod counterclockwise two or three tines. Then*

It was stretohed across the apparatus until the pointer was

In a perpendicular position. The thumb screw was tight-

ened to hold It In position. The sensitivity of the In-

strument made It a oonvlno'ng demonstration.
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COBEIHATIOX COS" PASS A!JD DIP HKEDLE

There is probably no Instrument that Is mops ussful

In tho elementary study of magnetism than a combination

compass and dip needle similar to the on© shown in Pig. 1,

Plate XIX. The apparatus can be used individually for

experiments as well as for lecture table demonstrations.

Its simplicity of design as shown In Plate XIII and Its

usefulness appealed to students as a project.

List of Materials

1 brass or Iron rod 1/4" x 30"
1 rubber tube l/4" x 10"
1 rubber tube 1" x 2"
1 K.H. stove bolt 3/16° x 1"
1 hacksaw blade or clock spring
1 large darning needle

The rod was bent to shape according to the dimensions

given In Plata XIII. The long rubber tuba was foroed

over tha part of the rod forming the base of tha frame.

The ahort piece was placed on the long vertical rod near

tha top. These rubber tubes were usad merely for a

cushioning effect and to make tha apparatus quiwt in use.

The nut was soldored to the and of tha short vertical rod

(Plata I, Pig. 4). Care was taken to get the nut placed



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII

Working drawing for a combination Compass and dip needle.
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so that the bolt woe perpendicular to both supporting rods.

The compass needle was made from a light weight piece of

highly teapered steel. A hole was made In the eteel for

the shaft by using a oenter punch. The compass needle

was shaped by filing. The darning needle was solderod

through the hole perpendioular to the piano of the conpaaa

noodle. The bearings were made by drilling a hole Into

the lnolde of the back support and a hole in the end of

the stove bolt. The compass needle was accurately balan-

ced beforo It was magnetised. When the project was as-

sembled and enameled, it made a useful addition to the

school laboratory.

A GROUP OP nLBCTROKAOHETIC MODELS

The group of elootromagnetlc models, as shown In

Plate XIV, was designed for class lecture purposes to be

followed by individual inspection. The models helped the

student get a better conception of the relation of the

magnetic field to the current carrying conductor. The

application of the rules and principles was made visible

In three dimensional forms, thus making a oonorete example

upon whioh learning was based (13). This gave the student

the opportunity of learning through the three main

channels; seeing, hearing, and operationally experiencing



EXPLMSATIOfl OP ftATK XIV

Fig. 1. Electromagnetic nodal ??o. I.

Pig. 2. Electromagnetic model Ho* II.

Pig. 3. Electromagnetic model Ho. III.

Pig. 4. Electromagnetic modal no. IV.
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EXPUfATIOT! OP PLATE XV

Working drawing for th« eleotrowgnetle

model So. 1*
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the Ideas that were presented (19).

The models were made of iron wire mounted on wooden

bases. Arrows were mounted on the wires to indicate the

direction of the electric current and magnetic lines of

force. A conventional color scheme was used throughout

the group. Red was used for the electrical conductors,

green for the magnetic flux, and black for parts not in-

volved in the principles displayed.

List of Materials

2 pine blocks 3/4" x 3 1/4" x 3 1/2"
2 pine bloota 3/4" x 3" x 6"

1 pine block 3/4" x 3 1/2" x 6"

1 pine block 3/4" x 3" x 5"

4 No. 9 F.H. 1 1/2" wood screws
2 No. 8 F.H. 1" wood screws
4 Ho. 6 R.H. 1/2" wood screws
8» Ho. 4 galvanized iron wire
20' Ho. 16 galvanized iron wire
1 box glazier points
Enamel: red, green, and black

The electromagnetic model I, as shown in Fig. 1,

Plate XIV and Plate XV, was designed to show the magnetic

lines of force built up about a single straight conductor

carrying an electric current. It consisted of a straight

pieoe of number four galvanized iron wire mounted hori-

zontally with an arrow made as shown i» Pig. 1, Plate I,

soldered to each end.
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current. Large circles of number sixteen galvanised iron

aire cere mounted around the conductor and perpendicular

to it. These oirclos had arrows soldered to thorn that in-

dicated the direction of the megnetlo lines of force. Tbe

model showed the relationship in position and direction of

the ma.Tnotlc field cause: by the electric current flowing

through a conductor.

^electromagnetic model II of the group is illustrated

in Fig. 2, Plate XIV and plate XVI. This Is a model of a

solenoid* A wire representing the conductor was wound in-

to, a helix with each end extended horizontally. This

helix was made of number four rslvanlzed Iron wire. Arrows

wore soldered to the extended ends to indicate the dir-

ection of the current. This helix was counted upon tbe

wooden base by a small strip of wood held into place by

means of screws. The large circles representing the flux

were nountod in the same manner as in the first model*

This model was designed to show the simple magnetic field

around each turn of the oonductor in the solenoid. The

conception of all tho lines of force on the outside of

the solenoid going in one direction and all lines of force

on the inside going in tho opposite direction was excel-

lently shown with this model*



liXPLAKATIOll OP PLATE XVI

Working drawing for the eloctroiaftRnotlc modal

no. u.
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laeotroraegnet model HI of the group Is Illustrated

in Pig. 5, Piste XIV and Plate XVII. It was similar to

the second model. The principal difference between the

two was that the third one showed the composite field built

up around the solenoid. The Individual linos were repre-

sented by small circles flaunted closely about the con-

ductor and larger semicircular wires were mounted concen-

tric to the smaller circles. The latter wore connected

In a aeries arrangement to represent the evolution of a

continuous line of force. A third outside loop of wire

showed the resulting lino of force that passed throur*h the

solenoid and returned on the outside forming a continuous

line of force. This made an excellent device for showing

the relation between Oersted's dlsoovery and Henry's

eleo tromagnet •

Electromagnetic model IV Is Illustrated In Pig. 4,

Plate XIV and Plate XVI II. This model showed a loop of

the conductor plaoed in a magnetic field. The model was

arranged so that It could be used to represent the con-

ductor mowing in the magnetic field and causing a current

to be Induced In the oonductor. It was also used to show

that a current flowing through the conductor will be forced

out of the magnetic field. The model showed the Individual

lines of force caused by the ourrent In tho conductor and



EXPLATiATIOK OP PLATE XVII

Working drawing of the eloctroi»Enetlo nodel Bo. III.





EXFLAKATIOK OP PLATE XVIII

Horking drawing for th« eleotromagnetlo model Bo. IV.
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also the distortion produeed In the magnetlo field of the

apparatus. It can be seen readily that both the creneretor

and motor effects as well as many other characteristics

could bo shown by this pleoe of equipment.

This ©roup of models, being made of the same kinds

of Material, using the same color scheme, and progressing

from the simple ideas to the more complex ones, make a

set which was very useful in the study of electricity and

magnetism, these models were very effective in building

up the conceptions one by one and carrying the last idea

into the next. They were also employed successfully aa a

means of review and as a summary of the work after the

unit had been oompleted. They were used as a moans of

transferring the scientific principle to the practical ap-

plication that was to be studied.

THE aXBCTBOKaOBn

The electromagnet la an essential part of many elec-

trical maohines. The project shown in Pig. 3, Plate XX,

la a convenient type. It gave good results on low voltage

direct current eleotrloity and was suitable for use in

making demonstrations.



EXPLANATION OF PLATK XIX

Pig. 1. A combination compass and dip needle.

Pig. 2. A denonstration electric motor.

Pig. 3. A home made spectroscope.

Pig. 4. A double convex lens n>odel.
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B*PLAKATIOK OP PLATE XX

Fig. 1. Working drawing for tho jumping ring.

Fig. 2. Attachment for the jumping ring apparatus.

Fig. 3. Working drawing of a simple electromagnet.
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tlst of Hatorlals

1 machine bolt 1/4" x 1 l/2"
1 thin well Iron pipe 5/l6"x 2"
2 washers 1/2"
2 fiber discs 1 1/2" aleneter
No. 24 D.C.C. coppor wire

One waaher and one fiber disc wore placed on the

bolt. Then, the Iron pipe Me placed on the bolt and this

waa followed by the other fiber dleo, iron washer, and the

nut. The washer and fiber discs wore held firmly In place

when the nut waa tightened. Thla made the form upon which

the coil for the raagnot waa wound. The Insulated wire was

wound on this form until it was within one-eighth inch from

the outer edge of the disc. The loose end wae fastened by

putting it through a snail hole drilled through the edge

of the fiber disc. This made a good problem in the study

of elementary electricity.

THE JOTP1B0 RIBO

Thla project la one that is uaeful in demonstrating

induction and is interesting to manipulate. Figure 1,

Plate XX, shows the working drawlns for this apparatus.

It was dealgned aa a follow-up projeot for the electro-

fMl«



List of Materials

1 hardwood board 1" x 4"
1 thin wall Iron pi pa 5/0" x 4"
1 aluminum ring 1/2" x 3/4"
1 iron rod threaded E"
from one end E/16" x 12"

x 4«

1 fiber disc 2" diameter and 5/18" hole at center
1 push button
2 binding posts
1 pound of annunciator wire

One nut was screwed to the end of the threads on the

iron rod. Then the washer, fiber disc, iron pipe* base-

board , washer and nut were placed on the rod in the order

mentioned. Those parts made a rigid form to receive the

wire when the nut was tightened. The coil was wound with

one pound of number eighteen annunciator wire. Tils coil

was connected in aeries with the binding posts and push

button. When the apparatus was connected with a 110 volt

A.C. circuit and the push button pressed, the aluminum

ring Jumped off the end of the iron rod. A second demon-

stration with this apparet-ue was done by taking the coll

of wire soldered to a flashlight bulb, shown in Fig. 2,

Plate XX, and pleolng it over the iron rod.



Al

BssstrlnUj has always been feseinatlng because of its

to saaglo. A devioe, which mi constructed la

• short tliao, that could detect snail charges of eloctri-

elty and show mom of their charactoristioa, raade an Inter-

esting problen. Figaro 1, Plat* XXI, ahowa an electroeeope

built la a flat bottom flask as used In the chemistry

laboratory, although alnoet any glass bottle oould be

of Material*

1 aedlua also bottle with •topper
S pieces of tinfoil 1/*" x l"
1 aatal rod l/»* * P
1 large ball bearing

the ball bearing was soldored to one end of the octal

red and the other and waa elightly flattened. As two

pieces of tinfoil were glued to the flattened portions of

the aatal rod after it had been inserted in the stopper

of the class bottle. Shan these parte ware assembled the

sjaapn was carefully replaced in the glaea bottle* Seas

of the boys made this project for their bans laboratory*



EXPLANATION OP PLATS XXI

Fig* 1* Working plan for an electroscope.

Pig. 2. Borklng plan for a Leyden Jar.
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fit* electrical charges built up by friction are stmII

end better results for deaonstratlons or for bono experi-

ments can be obtained by use of the Le;,don jar which ae-

euaalates the charges. The Loyden Jap (Plate XXX, rig. 2),

was aad* froa a pint fruit jar, although any wide

glass Jar would serve the

'.let of Materials

1 bloek of wood 8/«" iS'iS*
1 simll chela 3"
1 natal rod 1/** x 3"

1 large ball bearing
1 piece tinfoil App. 1/fe aq. ft.

As plees of wood was turned out to serve as a lid

for the Iieyden jar. the ball bearing was soldered to «

end of the natal rod. Then the rod was Inserted In a

Mall hols In the center of the lid. She chain was at-

tached to the other end of the rod by a loop of wire

through the end link soldered to the end of the rod. 9

lower half of both the Inside sad outside of the Jar »ei

lined with tinfoil pasted to the glass. When the parts

were all sssenbled and the lid put In place, the Jar

ready to be

:
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A TIKE COSTROL FOR II -J.3CTRIC CIRCOIT

The design of thia project was the result of a request

for o device that would automatically turn off the lights

in a poultry houeo at any daaired time. This project waa

Bade so that it oould be used to turn the current off,

could turn It on, or could turn one current on and another

off at the same time (Plata XXII). The construction did

not impair the alarm clock's usefulness or appearance*

List of Materials

1 walnut board 5/4" x 1 l/2" x 6"
1 walnut board 3/4" x 6" x 6"
2 ?!o. 9 F.H. 1 l/2"wood ecrewa
1 clock spring l/4" x 2"
4 platinum points
3 binding posta
1 alarr clock
2 brass corner braces
4 Bo. 8 R.H. 3/4" wood screws

The base board was cut to the sis* of the bottom of

the clock plua one and one half inches. The square board

was cut out so that the clock fitted ins Id* of it. The

clock was held in place by tacks through fros the Inside

of the case. One binding post was attached to the side of

the clock case. The piece of olook spring was soldered

to the alarm key. The other end had platinum points



SXHJ-'ATIOH OF PLATE XXII

Working drawings for • control for an electric circuit.
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soldered to It directly opposite each other, one era of

••oh bp«ea corner fcr«ce woe out to one half lnoh and mount-

ed to th« board directly above the alarm key with on« half

Inch jap between them. A platinum point waa soldered to

each ao that It wo a in line with the points of th« arm

from the alarm k*y. A binding post was soldered to each

braaa corner brace. Tho alarm was turned until the contact

polnta were touching and the alarm was set for the de-

sired tin*, when the alarm went off the alarm key turned,

causing ono set of points to break contact and the other

•et to make contact. This simple project MS as rellabl*

as tho alarm clock.

AH ELECTRIC KOTOR

This electric motor was designed for a class project.

It was built by students as a laboratory exercise. It was

built at minimum expense and was a valuable addition to

the school laboratory. The motor Is illustrated In Pig. 8,

Plate XIX, and a working drawing Is shown In Plate XXI II.



3XPLAIWTI0H OP PLATE XXI 1

1

forklnp, drawing for an •leotrlo damonatratlon motor.
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List of Materials

1 Iron frame made of I/O" x 1 1/2" strap Iron

1 bracket 1" , * 11/2" * 2"

£ stove bolts 1/2" x 1"

2 machine bolts 1/2" x 4"

2 machine bolts 1/2" x 5"

1 machine bolt 1/2" x 2"

1 brass tube 5/4" x 1"

1 iron rod 1/4" xl2 1/2"

2 oval fiber discs 1 1/2" x 3"

2 s^kll bolts 1/6" x 1/2"
2 corner braeaa 1/4"

8 nuts 1/2"

6 washers 1/2"

2 wing nuts 1/2"

2 basos from discarded fans
6 binding posts
1 oircular flbor disc 4" dlasieter

1 foot brass spring wlrs
1 pound boll wire
1 battory nut
1 small ball bearing

The Iron frame was mads by a local blecVamlth. One

half Inch holos were drilled at the center of the top and

at the oenter of the two ends. A one fourth inch hole was

drilled at the oonter of the bottom. The battory nut was

aoldered on the bottom of this hole and filled with solder.

Then, It was reamed out to receive a se*11 ball boarlng

which aoted as an end bearing for the ahaft. The top

baarlng was made of a one half lnoh steel bolt as shown

In Pig. 7, PUte 1.
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The eleetromegnete for the field oolla and fop the

MM wore made by placing two waahera on the bolt end

screwing the nut on H far as it would go. The apace be-

tween the waahera was wound with four layere of bell aire.

A bracket wae wide from a four Inch pleea of the frame

mterlal bent at right anglea one Inch from each end, with

• one half Inch hole through each aide and a one fourth

inch hole through the center. The armature waa aaaembled

oy placing the threaded enda of the bolts of the armature

oolla through tha holea In tho braoketa. Theae were held

in place by lock nuta. The bracket waa mounted on the

shaft and soldered In position.

The field oolla wore Mounted to the frame through tha

end holoa and were held by look nuta. The fiber oval

pleoea had a binding poet mounted near each end and a one

half inch hole waa drilled in the center of each. Thie

unit wae mounted on the fraise by paaaing the bolt of tha

field signet through the center hole. Thla waa held In

place by the lock nut. The enda of the lead wlrea frost

the field oolla ware attached to the binding poata which

served aa terminals.

The olrcular fiber dlso that waa used as an adjuataant

for the bruahea had a one half inch hole drilled through

the center and two binding poata were mounted oppoalte
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each other near the edge of the disc. This disc waa

mountad between the hoed of the uppor bearing bolt and the

Inside of the frame. The brush holders were raade froB tha

brass corner braces that had been bent to shape. These

were mounted by the screws that held the binding posts In

place. The brushes were made from a loop of brass spring

•Ira and were mounted to the bruah holders by two small

bolts*

Tha commutator waa made by turning a piece of wood

to fit snugly Into the brass tube. A hole was drilled

through the center of the wood along the axis of the com-

mutator. The brass tube was sawed lengthwise on opposite

sides which formed the two segments of the commutator.

Those two segments were held In place by small wood screws

at each ond of the segments. The loads from the armature

colls, which were connected In aeries, were soldered so

that one lead went to each segment.

The separate terminals made It possible for the

motor to be connected In aorlos or parallel. The motor

was operated on a six volt D.C. olrcult and also on a

twelve volt A.C. circuit.
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A CRYSTAL RADIO RSCEZTfll

The crystal radio receiver la limited In Ite range of

recaption because It depends entirely upon the energy from

the broadoastinn station for Its operation. The radio

shown In Pig. 1, Plate XXIV, which was built by students,

has picked up several distant stations.

List of Materials

1 large cigar box
1 cylindrical Ice cream carton
5 binding posts
1 spool
6 larro brass paper fasteners
1 galena crystal
60 feet of ?lo. £4 magnet wire
1 stove bolt 1/4" x 2"

,

2 siaall bolts 1/6" x 3/4" ,

1 strip of tin 1/2" by 1 1/2"
1 colled spring 3/8" x 1"

1 strip spring metal 3/8" x 2"

2 nuts 1/4"

The switch vme built on tho front of the box. The

contact points were made of brass paper fasteners and the

knob was made from half a spool. This knob and the contact

arm were fastened toe-ether by a stovo bolt and a nut. This

bolt was extended through s hole In the box snd a washer,

the collad spring, another washed, and the nut were placed

on the bolt on the Inside of the box.



ZJCPLAJIATIOH OF PLATE XXIV

Fig. 1. Working drawing for a crystal radio
reoeivor.

Fig* 2. Hiring diagram for the crystal radio
raooivor.

Fig* 3. Korkln.- drawing for a talagmm sounder.
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The crystal was wminted behind • email atrip of tin

that was mounted on the front panel Just above the awlteh.

A binding post was Mounted above the crystal to hold the

cot whlsk-jr. Two binding poate were placed at the left

end of toe panel for the head phonea and two at the right

for the atenna and ground connections. The Inductance

coll waa wrapped around the lco cream container. A coil

of alxty turna waa made with tape for aolderlng leads Bade

at each ten turna beglnnlnfi with the twentieth turn. i»oh

one of theao taps. Including the last end of the coll, were

connected and soldered to the contacts of the switch In

conaeoutlvo order. Then the parts were wired up aa shown

In Pig. 2, Plate XXIV

A TttSOHAPH SOtfSDSR AKD REST

The telegraph sounder and key are standard laboratory

equipment. Working plans for this kind of a project are

In demand almost every year* The sounder and key ware

made separately so that the key could be uaed aa a puah

button. The working drawings of the sounder are shown

In Pig. 5, Plate XXIV, and thoae for the key In Pig. 3,

Plats XXVIII.



List of Materials

1 hardwood board *"
/ -

X 3" ;: c 1/2"
1 hardwood board
1 brass strip

S/C"
1/16"

X 2" X
X C

1

1/2"

1 brass strip 1/16" X 3/
,
G
I

X 6
r r

1 brass strip l/l6" 3/Q" I C
r t

1 machine bolt v .„ X 8 1/2"
4 stove bolts a/ie" X 3/4"
4 Ho. 8 R.n. 3/4" wood screws
1 Ho. 9 F.H. 1 1/2" wood sJMM
2 1" fiber washers
,Bo. 26 magnet wire
4 blading posts
1 rubber band
1 square Iron bar from door latch
1 spool

The sounder was built on the large board. The

coll was wound on the machine bolt between the two fiber

washers and was mounted on tho base by a lock nut counter

sunk In the base. The Ions; brass strip was bent Into an

arch shaped form and was fastened to the base In a position

over the magnet. A stovo bolt with a loci; nut was Inserted

In a hole at the top of the frame for a spacing adjustment.

The sounder bar was made from an Iron bar taken from •

door look. The six Inch brass strip was bent to make the

support for the sounder bar. It was placed in such a way

that the Inside hole of the bar was used for the pivot

bolt. A washer soldered to the top of a flat head wood
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sera*, as shown In Pig. 2, Plat* I, was used as a tension

adjustment for the sounder hap. A hook was soldored to

the top of the washer wliieh was connected by a rubber band

to a hook soldered to the end of the sounder bar. The

binding posts were Mounted on one end of the base and con-

nected under the base to the magnet.

The key was mounted on the small block of wood. The

throe Inch brass atrip was bent to shape and a half spool

waa bolted to one end to form the knob. The other end

was bolted to the base. A etovo bolt that was used as a

con-.aetion was set In the base directly below the spool.

Two binding posts were mounted on one end of the base and

one was connected to the lower contact point. The other

waa connected to the bolt that held the contact arm In

plaoe.

AN AtlTOKATIC ELS0TK1C BASKETBALL CLOCK

The basketball clock la a difficult project which re-

quires considerable skill In making the detailed parts and

In following wiring diagrams. The usefulness of the

finished product and the publicity that It rocelves makes

It an undertaking that will appeal to advanoed students.

This clock was constructed through the oooporatlon of the
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Pig. 1. Front viow of MM autoaatle electric
basketball clock.

Fig. 2. Back view of the automatic olaotrio
basketball olock.
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physics class and the school shop. It waa used for all

tho Junior and aenlor high school Ramoa and *ave trouble-

free sarvlcs tbrouptfiout tha seaaon. Tho clock automatical-

ly changed tha lights, stopped Itself, and sounded tha

signal at tha and of the quarter. The controls at tha

timekeeper's table enabled his to atart or atop tho clock,

resot the numbers on the dial, and sound the signal. The

face of tho clock was arranged to show tha exact number of

minutes and seconds left In each quarter. The changing

Illuminated nunbera pave the clock an attraction not found

In rwst ooiaaerclal clocks. A picture of the clock la

shown In Plata XXV, a wiring diagram In Plata XXVI, and

the detalla for tha unit parts In Plate XXVII.
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Wiring diagram of the automatic eleotrlo basketball

clock*
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I

Fig. 1. Detail of tho tlnor unit for the basket-
ball clock*

Fig. 2. Detail of the automatic control for the
clock.

Fig. 3. Detail of the front panel of the clock.

Fig. 4. Detail of the timer control switch for
the clock.

Fig. 5. Diagram far mklnr a reflector for the
clock.

Fig* 6. Sectional detail of an Illuminated nuriber
of the clock.
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List of Bateriala

4 pins boards 3/4" x 4" x 26"
2 plywood panels l/4" x2E 1/4" x 25 1/4"
8 frosted glass plates 4 1/2" x 4 1/2"
1 strip brass l/l6" x 3/8" x 24"
1 pleca of EC gauge tin 2" x 12"
1 walnut board 3/4" x 3" x 8"
1 plywood board 1/4" 1 4" x 6"
1 pleca celluloid l/4" x 1/2" x 2"
16 stove bolts R.H. 1/4" x 3/4"
9 brass bolts with
hexagonal nuts 3/16" x 3/8"

1 rod 3/16" x 3"
1 serving tray 13" diameter
1 Wo. 9 wire 12"
8 Individual pie tins

7 1/2 watt, 110 volt l'ght bulbs
1 self starting eleotrlc olooic
2 small eleotrlc fans
1 75 watt transformer
1 auto horn
1 poroelaln socket with fuse
3 pair model T breaker points
2 push SMituna
1 three way toggle switch
1 small brass safety pins
rubber Insulated wire
onamel, bUck construction papor, and miscellaneous
screws for novating parts.

The clook was built from the four, twenty-six Inch

pine boards. The corners were Joined by sad lsp Joints

held together by wood ocrews. The front and baok were

rabbited to receive the front and back panels In such a

way that they were flush with the frame. The openings

for the lights and the center dial were cut In the front
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panel. The holae wore drilled for mounting the reflectors

ond the oenter dial. The refleotora wore made from indiv-

idual pie tlna. A one inch aqunro hole, with the oorners

out back at forty-five degree angles, *aa out in the center

of the bottom of each pie tin (Plata XXVII, Fig. 8). Tba

light bulbs were screwed into these holoa and soldered.

The lenses for the lights wore Bade front frosted glass

plates, four and one half Inches square. The numbers were

made by traolng around house numerals on black construction

paper and were glued to tho front of the lenses. The face,

hands, and gears for the hour and minute hands were re-

moved from the electric dock. The face was used as a

template to Mirk the holes on the serving tray for mount-

ing It on the clock. Then the oloc'.cworks Including the

case were mounted to the serving tray whloh took the place

of the face of the clock. The essarfclod lights end the

assembled centar dial wore mounted on the baok of the

front panel (Plata XXVI], Fig. 0).

Tho remainder of tho clock oonaisted of units which

were built and Installed separately. The flret unit was

celled the timer. Its detail is shown in Fig. 1, Plate

XXVII. The unit was built on a three inch by six Inch

plywood board that had one corner cut so that It would

fit in one corner of the caaa. An electric motor which
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will Le referred to as motor Bo. I wee centered on the

large end of the board by wans of the bolts that held the

rotor frer» together. A five lnoh pioee of brass was

drilled near one end to fit the motor frame bolts. Another

hole was drilled to let the shaft of the motor through.

Then a hole was drilled at the other and of the brass strip

to form a bearing for the ratchet wheel. The other bearing

for the ratchet shaft was drilled In the plywood beck. The

nlno-Bproc',:ot ratchet wheel and the crank arm on the motor

shaft were made from the hubs of the electric fans. The

distributor of the timer was made by evenly spacing nine

brass bolts around a circle on the plywood back and centered

about the bearing for the retchot shaft. The hexagonal

nuts, being arranged closely together, served as the con-

tact points for the timer* Hires were soldered to the

heads of these bolts which served as leads to the lights

end to the automatic stop switch. A brass strip, loosely

rivlted to the crank on the motor shaft, served as a push

rod to operate the ratohet wheel. An arm with weight

attached was used to return tho motor shaft to its original

position aftor operating the ratohet. This weighed arm

and the other arm shown In the drawing served as stops to

control the length of the stro'.-e of the crank. A snail

brass safety pin was soldered to the back of the ratchet
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wheel and bent into a position such that It sorved as a

contact arm for tha timer. The ratohot wan adjusted so

that th'.s contact pin would stop on the o ?ntor of oaoh

point every tine the motor tripped it. :*ory time the

motor was turned on, the ratohot turned one-ninth of a

revolution and the timer moved up on contact point. Eight

contact leads wore connected to the lights in consecutive

order from seven to zero. The ninth contact was connected

to motor Ho. II* Tha current came into the timer through

its frame and left through the contaot arm to the lights.

This unit was Installed in tha lower left corner of the

C: 06.

A second unit referred to as the automatic control

unit is shown In Fig. 2, Plate XXVII. It consisted of a

motor mounted on the front panel with a contaot arm and a

weighted arm soldered at right angles to each other on

the shaft. Two braes arms wore mounted In the bottom of

the case so they ware one half inch apart and the gap was

Just below the shaft of motor Ho. Ite The contact arm

from the motor was suspended between these brass strips*

Platinum points were soldered to the upright pieces and to

the oontact arm from the motor so they would make good

electrical connections. The current was connected to the

of the motor so that a circuit was completed with
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whichever side the contact era mo touching. This unit

was Installed In the lower right corner or the case.

Another unit, called the timer control unit, was

built on the bottom of the eleotrlc clock case (Plate

XXVII, rig. 4). The switch consisted of three contact

springs cade from model T breaker points. This forssod a

two circuit switch. It was so arranged that one circuit

was turned on before and turned off after the contact was

made for the other circuit. This made it Impossible for

the clock to be turned off while motor So. I was on con-

tact, since the first part of the switch controlled the

dock independently of the othor switches. The sprlnrs

were mounted so that the contact points were all separated.

When the second hand of the clock was In the proper posi-

tion, it prossed down on a short celluloid lever which In

turn pressed upon the contact springs. This closed the

two circuits and then released them an Instant later.

The signal system consisted of a 76 watt transformer

and an auto horn. Tho transformer was mounted in the

upper right Inside corner of the case and the auto horn

was Installed on top of the case in the center.

when all units were Installed, tho clock was ready to

wire eleotrlcally. The wiring diagram was studied care-

fully so as to make the wiring as seat and compact as
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possible. Rubber Insulated wire was used throughout. The

•taspllfiod wiring diagram is shown in Plate EKR« The

switch board which was used on the timekeeper's table was

built on a walnut board. It consisted of two push buttons

and one three way toggle switch. The threo way switch was

taken apart and the link between the common terminals was

removed. This made a double-throw type of rwitoh. Bhen

the quarter ended, the clock circuit was broken and the

horn oirouit closed. The horn continued to sound until

the toggle switch was turned off by the timekeeper. When

the toggle switch was off It connected the motor Ho. I to

the same circuit as motor Ro. II. Then motor Bo. I oper-

ated and turned the ratchet wheel which disconnected the

current from the two motors. This caused the horn to stop

and the clock oirouit to close, but since the clock cir-

cuit was turned off at the timekeepor's switch, the clock

would not run until It was turned on again. The clock was

reset by pressing the push button connected to motor Tfo. I.

The horn sounded when the push button connected to the

transformer was pressed. A five wire cable was used to

connect the clock to the timekeeper's table.

The practical value of this project has boen well

established. The clock has been used to keep offlclsl

time In district basket ball tournaments, and several re-



quests have been made Tor plane for the building of the

olock as a school project.

AS IIXOIHATLD SIOV

The Illuminated alga wss a project which was useful

and popular. Figure 1, Plats XXVIII shows the sign set

up for a house numeral, but It can also be used for club

signs, coasBsrclal signs, church signs, etc*

List of Baterials

2 pine boards 1" x 6" x 15"

2 pine boards 1" x 5" x 7"

1 frosted glass 7" xl4"
1 transpsrent glass 7* xl4"
2 porcelain sockets
8 case bulbs
1 plywood panel 7" xl4"
Ho. 8, P.H. 1 1/2" wood screws

4 Bo. 6, R.H. 1 1/2" wood screws

The ease for the sign wss built first* 'irooves were

cut Inslds the top, bottom, and onds to receive the trans-

parent glsss, the frosted glass, and the back panel as

shown in Fig. 1, Plats XXVIil. Poroelain sool;ets, which

were used for the case bulbs, were mounted at the eentor

on the Inside of the ends of the case. The numerals on

the front glsss were painted on with opa<jue paint.

The sign nay bo mads sore elaborate by using vacuum

or gas filled tubes opersted by an induction coll. The
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Fig. 1. working drawing for an Illuminated sign.

Fig. 2. A Gelssler tube*

Pig. 3. Working drawing for a telegraph key.

Pig. 4. fiorklnn drawing for a whistle.

Pig. S. Diagram of the chimes.
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gas tubes were made by shaping a piece of -lass tubing,

evacuating, ond settling platinum wire through each end as

shown in Pig. 2, Plate XXVIII. Different colors can ba

produced by using dlfforont gases in the tube before it is

evacuated. Air gives a violet color, hydrogen a rod oolor,

and mercury vapor a blue color. Changing color effects

can be produoed by taking three flash buttons that are used

with red, blue, and yellow light bulbs, grouped behind a

frosted glass. There are saven possible oonfcinations

since the flash buttons will flash at different time inter-

vals.

A WHISTLS

An interesting number for an assembly program oan be

built around the use of whistles. If whistles are made

with varying lengths the. can ba tuned to a musloal scale

by adjusting the plugs at the ends, when the program is

over the whistles make a good kit for use in the study of

sound in the physios class.

List of Materials

1 maple block 1" x 1" x 6'

1 dowel rod l/2"x 2"
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Figure 4, Plate XXVIII shows bow the whistle was

made* A hole was made through the pleoe of wood before

the notches were made. One pleoe of dowel rod was used

for the end plug and another for toe half-plug In the

mouth pleoe*

OHM

A set of ohlmos that asks musical sounds gives a

cheerful atmosphere to a sunroom, flower garden, or ver-

anda. This problem appealed to the girls who wanted to

make a project for their bone.

List of Materials

1 small metal ring
1 wire ring 2 1/2" diameter
S feet small fishing line
Miscellaneous glass plates

The chimes consisted of a group of glass plates cut

In varying lengths and widths supported by fish line glued

to tho ends of the plates. Those strings were tied to the

small metal ring in such a way that they wore able to move

about freely. One plate was supported by a string from

the center of the circle an! a cardboard was bung from Its

lower end so a breeze would cause It to swing about In the

breese and strike the other plates as they moved in the
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wind. A diagram of thla project la shown In Fig. 5,

Plate XXVI II.

A PERISCOPE

Tha periscope la a apod problem In reflection and la

Interesting because It enables one to see around corners.

The drawing In Plate XXIX, gives details for making a

simple perlsoope that Is largo enough to be practical and

yet s:rall enough to be stored aa permanent laboratory

equipment. If the student wanta to build one of different

size, he can vary the length and still use the structural

details of the drawing. An Interesting variation of thla

problem Is to make the uppor ana of the periscope turn

back In the same direction as the lower arm. If two peri-

scopes are uaed together they may be arranged so that

the observer apparently sees through an Intervening opaque

medium.

List of ttaterlala

2 plywood boards l/4" x 6 l/2" x IE"
2 plywood boards 1/4" x 2" x 10"

4 plywood boards 1/4" x 2" x 2"

2 pine atrlpa l/2" x 1/2" x 1 l/2"
8 mirrors 2 l/G" x 1 1/2"
Brads and glue
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Working drawing for th» pcrlaoope
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The parta wero assembled as shorn In Plate XXIX. One

foe© was left open until the mirrors were mounted. When

the project ma completed. It was given a coat of dark oak

oil ataln for a finish.

A STROBOSCOPE

hat makes the wheels In moving ploturos appear to

run backwards as well as forward? This question Is In-

variably askod whoa studying the notion picture machine.

The stroboscope gives the answer in a vory Interesting

maimer.

List of Hatorlals

2 pieces of white cardboard IE" dlanetor
1 electric fan
1 hand rotor wheel

Two twelve-inch discs were out from white cardboard.

One disc was laid out according to the design In Pig. 2,

Plata 8EU The other disc waa cut out as shown in Pig. 1,

Plate rot. The pattern of the disc shown In Pig* 2, was

colored with bright, contrasting colors. All correspond-

ing parts were made the sario color* The rim and spokes of

the wheel were colored black.

The guard waa removed from the eloetrlc fan and the

colored disc was mounted on the fan blade. Stripe of the
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Pig* 1. The shutter dleo for the stroboscope.

Pig. 2. The pattern disc for the strobosoopo.





cardboard were passed behind the fan blades and stapled to

the colored disc. It was necessary to have the disc cen-

tered upon the fan. The disc In Pig. 2, was counted on

the hand rotor wheel.

The stroboscope was operated In both a light and a

dark room, then It was In a light roots, the rotating color

disc was observed through the holes in the rotswlng shutter

disc; and when It was In a dark room, the oolor disc was

illuminated at regular Intervals by a projeotod light com-

ing through the openings of the shutter disc. If a motion

picture maohlno is available It con be used to replace

the rotor wheel, shutter disc, and light source when used

In the dark room. The results are similar In all cases.

The effect was that each design on the colored disc ap-

peared to be rotating forward, backward, or standing still

independent of each other. Different designs and effects

were produced by changing the speed of either the colored

disc or the shutter disc.

A SPBCTROS00PE

The spectroscope Is found in only a few of the better

equipped high school laboratories. This is because of the

expense of the instrument rather than the impracticability

of its use. The project Illustrated in Fig. 4, Plate XIX,
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Pig* 1. Sorldng drawing for the spectroscopy.

Pig* 2. Detail cf the adjustable silt.
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gsvs good results and It ma built for as smny pennies ss

a commercial one would cost In dollars.

List of aaterlale

1 plywood board 1/4"
1 hardwood board 3/4"
2 hardwood boards 5/4"
2 hardwood boards 3/4"
2 pieces tlnplate 28
2 pieces tinplato 28
1 piece tlnplate 24 „
2 pieces tlnplate 2G gauge
1 piece tlnplate 24 gauge
1 plywood board 1/4'

0«

10'

?avt£e
gauge
-nu-o

2 semlclroulor spring clips

1 brass rivet 3/lC*x
1 Do. 8 R.H. 1 l/C" wood screw
10 Vo. 6 n.'l. 3/4" wood screws
1 stove bolt threaded to the. head
with two nuts

1 can lid
1 clock spring
1 soall bolt with nut
12" Ho. 12 wire
flexible cardboard
1 circular protractor
2 double convex lens
1 Ransden eye piece
C rubber-beaded tacks

1 1/2
1 V2"
S"
6"

1 5/0"
1/2"

1 1/2"
3/4"
1/2"

1/2"

diameter

1/4" x
1/2" x
3/8" x
5/lC-x

12"
5"
7"
C 1/2"
1 5/8"
1 3/4"
8"

diameter
x 3/4"

diameter

3"
3" disaster
3*

3/4"

r6" x
(360 decrees) 8"
6" focal length

The spectroscope wss built on a tao-inch circular base

thst was studded on the bottom with rubber headed tacks.

Two arse, twelve inches long, were Joined together st ths

ends with s half-lap Joint. This Joint was cut so that

one enn wss fastened to the base, the other arm rotated

about a screw through the contar of the Joint and into ths
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center of the baa*. The telaaoopa was mounted on the mov-

able am and the collinatcr was mounted on the stationary

arm. The eight-inch plywood dlao had a circular protractor

glued to lta face. A hole vaa drilled through the exact

center of this disc. Then a screw was placed through this

hole* through the two arras, and Into the cantor of the

base* The three-inch plywood disc was riveted to the can

lid with a rivet through their centers ro that the disc

could turn about the rivet freoly. Snail lugs were

soldered to the edge of this can lid so it was centered

on the protraotor. It was fastened down with Brail wood

screwa. This sad* a snail turntable for mounting prisms,

gratings, and mirrors. The three-inch stove bolt that had

been threaded to the hesd was nounted through the pro-

tractor table from the bottom aide with its head counter-

sunk !n the plywood. A washer and nut on the top of the

table held it in place. This bolt was mounted at one

edge of the can lid and at an angle of ninety degrees from

the fixed arm. A three-inch piece of clock spring was

soldered to a nut that fitted the stove bolt. Thus nut

made an adjustable spring for holding the optical specimens

when it was screwed down on the stove bolt. A piece of

tlnplata, one and one-half inch by two Inches, was pointed

at one end and fastened to the movable am in such a

manner that the pointed end .'ormed an Indicator by which



the angle of the movable arm could be reed.

The telescope was made by forming a tube, one and ono-

half inches In diameter* A piooe of number twelve wire was

soldered around the inside of one end of the twbe. Tho

lens was mounted against the wire and held by a cardboard

cylinder pressed against the lens as shown in Fir;. 0. Plate

1. The eye-pieos was mounted In a smallor tube that was

soldered in place by muana of a tin washor cut to proper

size* The cross-hair was mounted half-way between the

lenses of the eye-piece, rather than the conventional way.

This gave good results and was oasler to do.

The collimator was made with a tube the same size as

that used for tho telescope. A double convex lens was

mounted at tho focal length of the lens from one end of

the tube. The adjustable slit was built on the end of the

tube. This consisted of a piece of square tin oenterod and

soldered to the end of the tube, then a vertical one-:olf

inch opening was cut in this and plate. Two, one-half by

one and three quarters inch pieces of tin were bent with

hooks that were one eighth inch at oach end. They formed

two sliders that made the adjustable slit. One slider

was centered and soldered while the other was made adjust-

able as shown in Fig. £, Plate XXXI. The five-inch blocks

of wood were fastened on top of the arms and flush at the

ends. The telescope and collimator were mounted on top of
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these and held In place by a sheet of tin over all. This

arrangement allowed the optical units to he adjusted at

varying distances from the center of the spectroscope.

hen this Instrument vats used with a neon lamp and a

grating It rave excellent results. It also nave good re-

sults when used with a glass prism. It made a worthwhile

addition to the laboratory.

A DOuBLE CONVEX L'JSS MODEL

This problem was the result of a search for a trans-

parent material that could be worked successfully with

common tools. This projeot is an example of what can be

done with this material and suggests many other uses. Ths

commercial name of the material 1b Incite. It is sold by

several Jobbers In the form of rods, sheets, cylinders,

and blocks. It la also made in colors. Its Index of re-

fraction Is 1.52, which makes it suitable for making lenses

and other optical oqulpmont. The project shown In Pig. 4,

Plate XIX, was built to show the principles of the double

convex lens.
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List of Materials

1 hardwood board 4" x 3" x 13"

1 piece luclte l/£"x 3" x 3"
2 copper tubes l/4"x 1 l/2"
2 So. 8, R.H. 3/4" wood screwa
6 ' No. 18 Iron wire
4 glacier points
Enamels red, yellow, green, black

The lens was turned to shape on the face plate of a

wood lathe. The work wes done at the lowest speed because

luclte softens and guns when It becomes hot. A pattern

was made for the desired curvature from a piece of cellu-

loid. One face of the lens was turned out and polished

with rouge. Then the luclte was turned over and the other

side was cut out and polished. Then the holes for the

wires were marked out and drilled. Soap Is used as the

lubricant for drilling holes in luclte.

The object and inane were made by asking arrows from

glazier points as shown in Fig. 1, Plate I. These were

soldered to the ends of the two pieces of copper tubes.

A short piece of wire with a small loop in it was soldered

to the bottom of the object and Image for mounting them

to the base. The principal axis and the parallel rays

were shaped and soldered into place. The lines through

the center of the lens were out in sections because they

could not cross In the center of the lens. After the
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Working drawing for the double eonvex lens model.
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project was asseafcled, It was enaaeled as follows: the

object end lnage red, the parallel ray* green* the rays

through the center of the lens yellow* and the base black.

Incite Is Inexpensive and fascinating to work with*

The possibilities for Its use and application open up a

new field for reeearch.

be given recognition for oood work In

as a*ny ways as possible. The development of a science

exhibit ease la one way of doing this effectively (2).

The ease should be built In sons proadnent place whore

electricity is available. The ease is need to exhibit

I* aodels, projects, special deasnstrations* or any

constructive work*

The exhibit ease used in the Tates Center High School

had a push-button Mounted outside the ease. This node it

possible for students to operate the eleetrloal apparatus

exhibited at any tine. Students not In the science

Interested In the work of the science de-

The students beoane Interested In working out

ideas. The following list Is a few of the demonstra-

tions exhibited in that case during the last year:



1. "Jacob* ladder"
A V-ahaped spark gap In which tha aparlc started
at tha bottom* climbed to tha top, broko, than
started over again.

2. "Perpetual notion"
A radiometer placed n a strong light.

5. "Tha grapevlna swing"
A swing made of an electrical conductor supported
in a strong magnetic field. When the push-button
waa pressed the swing started*

4. Exhibit of etched glass.

6. Exhibits of chemical gardens.

0. Student-made aelsalor tubes.

7. "Jumping ring".

8. Vetera shoving the electrical consumption of an
electric toaater.

C0TfCtr8I(W

Thia work should be of value to schools, science

teaohors. and club sponsors for one or more of the follow-

ing reasons.

1. To make possible a clearer, more concrete pre-

sentation of the fundamental laws of physics

through special simplified apparatus and models.

E. To maintain interest and appreciation through

special demonstrations and projects.



3. To gXf the student the opportunity to apply bis

knowledge through special projects that he can

formulate

•

4. To increase the Interest of the parents and other

patrons of the school.

5. To make the budget expenditures more efficient*
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